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Who are Lippincott Williams & Wilkins (LWW)? 

Lippincott Williams & Wilkins (LWW) is an international 

publisher of professional health information for 

physicians, nurses, specialized clinicians and students.  

 

LWW provides essential information in print and electronic 

formats, including textbooks, journals, CD-ROMs, and via 

Intranets and the Internet. Products include drug guides, 

medical and nursing journals, textbooks and eBooks.  
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The LWW Portfolio                     

CONTENT: 

 Health-science books and new media  

 Thousands of well-known titles 

 Reference tools, such as dictionaries and guides 

SCOPE: 

 Over 300 journals, newsletters and loose-leaf products 

 Some 200 journals are now also available online  

 LWW.com features > 4,000 titles in over 100 disciplines 
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Why is LWW a “leading” publisher?                     

? 
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Why is LWW a “leading” publisher?                    Experience 

Since 1792 

Source: http://whitehouse.gov Source: http://philadelphiafed.org  
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Why is LWW a “leading” publisher?                           Depth 

Source: http://www.lww.com 
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Why is LWW a “leading” publisher?                           Depth 

For further information as 

well as to discuss 

partnering with LWW or 

contributing to the website 

please visit us at 

lwwpartnerships.com. 

Source: http://www.lww.com 

http://lwwpartnerships.com/
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Why is LWW a “leading” publisher?                    Innovative 

Source: http://www.itunes.com  / Search for “Wolters Kluwer Health” 
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Why is LWW a “leading” publisher?                    Innovative 

Source: http://www.lww.com 
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Why is LWW a “leading” publisher?   Looking to the future! 

“According to Manhattan Research’s recent 

Taking the Pulse® U.S. 2012 study, physician 

tablet adoption for professional purposes 

almost doubled since 2011, reaching 62 percent 

in 2012, with the iPad being the dominant 

platform. Moreover, four in ten physicians use a 

tablet between patient consultations, with 

online journals being the top source accessed 

on tablets during this time (Source: Manhattan 

Research, Taking the Pulse® U.S. 2012).” 

Source: LWW Press Release, 28th August 2012 

http://www.lww.com/wordpress-pe/?p=1690 
Source: http://www.labwear.com 
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For more information and further assistance please see the  

OvidSP Resource Center or contact the trainer directly: 

Contact information 

Figure 2 . Structural features of RecQ DNA helicases. 

Sit down, relax and unwind: structural insights into RecQ 

helicase mechanisms. Killoran, Michael; Keck, James 

Nucleic Acids Research. 34(15):4098-4105, September 2006. 
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